
About the Land Image Analyst project
Land Image Analyst was developed by GDA Corp for the USDA Forest Service 
Chesapeake Bay Program as a land cover recognition tool to aid communities in 
developing land cover analysis and change detection. It has many applications, such 
as mapping tree canopy, identifying impervious surfaces, identifying stream buffers, 
and more.

• The LIA software package is provided at no cost to the user through the website 
located at https://www.gdacorp.com/lia/download. 

• The user must establish a username and password before full functionality is 
available. 

• The user must be connected to the internet to use the classifiers.

Once downloaded the user will have access to the user manual and several tutorials. 
This QucikStart guide is meant to give the user a quick introduction to what the tool 
looks like and general idea of how to get results. 

• It is recommended the user review the manual and go through the tutorials also.

• The GIC website has links to training video’s and webinars on how to perform the 
tasks demonstrated here as well as more complex functions. www.gicinc.org/LIA

• At the end of this Quickstart guide a user should be able to get results using the 
“Minimum Distance Classifier” for single class classification.

• The “Decision Tree Classifier” for multi-class classifications such as Land Cover. 

https://www.gdacorp.com/lia/download
http://www.gicinc.org/LIA


What is possible.
Remote sensing is the acquisition of information about an object without making 
physical contact with it. Remote sensing is used in many fields, including geography, 
land surveying and most Earth Science disciplines (for example, hydrology, ecology, 
geology); it also has military, intelligence, commercial, economic, planning, and 
humanitarian applications.

In current usage, the term "remote sensing" generally refers to the use of satellite- or 
aircraft-based sensor technologies to detect and classify objects on Earth. In many 
cases these sensors use spectral bands outside what is visible to the human eye on 
the electromagnetic spectrum and computer aided image analysis can be performed 
to give meaningful classes to features that might be difficult to identify manually.

Image analysis is the extraction of meaningful information from remotely sensed 
data. Since the field of remote sensing and image analysis is so wide this QuickStart 
guide focuses on Land Cover mapping – specifically for features related to natural 
cover types for run-off and infiltration of stormwater analysis.

These features can be very generally classified to include simply:

• Tree Canopy
• Pervious
• Impervious
• Water

These features for example can help us in valuing the benefits of the urban forest to 
better understand the contribution of trees to the ‘ecosystem services’ that trees 
provide, such as cleaner water, air, shade, and stormwater uptake. An important 
feature of ecosystem services is that they often provide cost savings over the 
construction and use of traditional grey infrastructure. It is for this purpose the Green 
Infrastructure provides support using the Land Image Analyst Tool. For more 
information on our methods and objective please visit: www.gicinc.org.

Tree Canopy

Pervious

Impervious

Water

http://www.gicinc.org/


• The displayed layer is 
checked

• The active dataset is 
highlighted

• Default layers are 
created with the 
project name

The LIA Main Window 

Recent Commands Panel

Overview Panel

The Panels toolbar 
and each of it’s 
panels can be 

undocked. (See 
Dataset Panel to 

left)

Dataset PanelDataset Panel

Each of these toolbars can be 
undocked.

The View/Zoom Toolbar. (best understood by 
exploring these options. Also note the mouse scroll wheel  

zooms in and out.)

Undo and 
Redo
tools

The Menu Bar. 

The Main
Toolbar.

Toolbox Panel 

The Feature’s
Toolbar.

Help Panel

Toolbox Panel (see next 
page)

This toolbox 
and each of 

it’s panels can 
be undocked. 

(See Dataset Panel 
to left)

• For a multiband image 
the band combination 
can be set.

• . 

• For classified raster 
the user can edit 
class names and 
colors if default 
values do not fit 
need.

• The “more” tab is 
similar for both the 
vector and raster 
datasets. 



User will be given login credentials when they 
download the software. This is necessary 

because the power in the classifiers comes 
from proprietary algorithms housed on the 

GDA Corp server.

The Menu Bar.

Note: Edit Project 
Settings can also be 

accomplished from the 
main toolbar. (same 

icon)

Access to several tutorials and complete manual 
is available here. 

The Main Menu Bar

Set default folder for easier navigation to 
datasets.

Undocked windows can be set up where 
comfortable and saved for easier use. 

(or restored to default)



The Main Toolbar

Clear current project. Often 
during experimenting this is useful but be 

careful. 

Open existing project.

Save current project

Add existing 
dataset

User can create new datasets and “save” 
raster classifications using different inputs. 

Or
Use various vector inputs as training sites.

Add 
existing 
dataset

Project properties such as 
project notes, projection and 

default classes for new 
datasets can be assigned 

here.



The Feature’s Toolbar

Help PanelHelp Panel

Pan
Zoom to selected features

Select Tool

When adding features; the 
destination shapefile must be 
active. (for example to add a 

point, the point shape must be 
highlighted.

Measuring Tool
Add point to selected point shapefile

Add new line to selected line shapefile

Add new polygon to selected polygon shapefile
Add hole to selected polygon shapefile

Add vertex to polygon or line shapefile
Move Vertex

Delete Vertex

Feature editing tools used for creating and editing training sites.

Add vertex polygon or line shapefile
The Help panel 

displays help tips for a 
selected tool.



The Toolbox Panel

This toolbox has many functions. However 
for this QuickStart guide we will focus on the 
classifiers. Specifically:
• The Minimum Distance Classifier for 

single class outputs (for example Tree 
Canopy)

• The Decision Tree Classifier for multiple 
class outputs. (for example a Land Cover 
layer)

Notes:
• When a project file is created it is best practice to add at least one raster 

dataset – such as a Landsat or NAIP muliti-band image. 
• The user can select option to create standard datasets. They are shown here 

with “sample” in the file name (which is the same as the project name)
• If a user already has training sites they can add those training sites to the 

vector datasets and also edit them.
• Otherwise, as training sites are created they will be saved in one of 

the vector datasets automatically created. 
• When a classification is saved the file must be highlighted. (in this example 

the classification will go to the sample_classified.tif file)
• The above will be more clear in next two slides which present the 2 key 

classifiers.



The Classifiers – getting results with the Minimum Distance Classifier (See video at www.gicinc.org/LIA)

Select Minimum 
Distance Classifier 
Tool.

Image band combination in current view 
set to 4,1,2. Note this is for visual 
representation only. All bands will 
participate in classification as seen in the 
source Layer settings to left. (I.e: Band 1, 
Band 2….some imagery can have several 
bands and others might only have 3. 
Check your source data documentation)

Image participating in 
classification

Step 1: Select 
training sites you created 
using the feature’s Toolbar.  
Do not select the 
destination polygon. See 
Step 3.

Step 3: Select polygon that will be classified. 
In this example the polygon overlaps the training 
sites which is ok. The manual instructs to use area 
away from training sties. This step can be tricky. The 
image should populate with class colors as seen to 
right.

Step 2: Click “Train”. Then use threshold 
slider to adjust tolerance. This is a great function!

Step 4: Highlight destination 
file then click classify. Check overwrite 
if necessary.

Results will look something 
like this. You can still toggle 
the Threshold slider 
mentioned in step 2 here.

Training file selected. This example used 
data created in other GIS Software.

http://www.gicinc.org/LIA


The Classifiers – getting results with the Decision Tree Classifier (See video at www.gicinc.org/LIA)

Select Decision Tree 
Classifier Tool.

Image participating in 
classification.

Step 2: Click “Train”

Results will look 
something like this

Class ID and colors 
set in properties.

Step 4: Highlight destination 
file then click classify. Check overwrite 
if necessary.

.

Attribute table should 
be set up with these 
field names and it’s 
easiest to use these 
classes. Although they 
can be customized.

Image band combination in current view 
set to 4,1,2. Note this is for visual 
representation only. All bands will 
participate in classification as seen in the 
source Layer settings to left. (I.e: Band 1, 
Band 2….some imagery can have several 
bands and others might only have 3. 
Check your source data documentation)

Step 1: Select 
training sites you created 
using the feature’s Toolbar. 
After step 2 they will 
change to their class color. 
Do not select the 
destination polygon yet. 
See Step 3.

Step 3: Select polygon that will be classified. 
In this example the polygon overlaps the training 
sites which is ok. The manual instructs to use area 
away from training sties. This step can be tricky. The 
image should populate with class colors as seen to 
right.

Training file selected. This example used 
data created in other GIS software.

http://www.gicinc.org/LIA


The Classifiers – getting results with the Regression Tree Classifier

Step 1: 
Create training polygons. In the other scenarios, you 
created training polygons that isolated one land cover 
class; in this scenario, you will use a different approach, 
with each training polygon capturing a variety of 
impervious values from low (black) to high (white); also 
try to include as many different land cover types as you 
can see from the imagery (e.g. forest, water, roads, city 
areas, etc.) 

Step 2: Click “Train”

Step 3: Select polygon that will be classified. 
In this example the polygon does not overlap the 
training sites. The image should populate with 
gradient of colors from white to black.

Step 4: Highlight destination 
file then click classify. Check overwrite 
if necessary.

Step 5: 
To make sure the classification displays properly, 
open Dataset Panel and R-click on the Regression 
Output dataset to Edit Raster Dataset Properties; 
Click the Set from Standard Deviations button at the 
bottom, making sure the box next to it is set to a 
standard deviation of 3; click OK. 

Results will look 
something like this. 
The data will use 
the same values as 
those in the 
training data.

Image band combination in current view set to 3,2,1. 
Note this is for visual representation only. All bands 
will participate in classification as seen in the source 
Layer settings to left. For Landsat it looks best to use 
a stretch of 3 standard deviations. (See screen 
capture to right)

Training data has % of pixel 
with targeted feature. In this 
case it is imperviousness.

Note: Screen is split 
here so the input 
data can be more 
easily seen. This is 
not a LIA function.



For additional ideas and support needs
• The Green Infrastructure Center is supporting the Chesapeake Bay Program to promote/support this tool and provide 

guidance to development as user feedback and support needs are identified. 

• GIC will also provide guidance in future development as user feedback and support needs are identified. 

• Comments, suggestions and requests for technical support are welcome and can be emailed to:
• The GIC/LIA Support Team. LandImageAnalyst@gmail.com

• Additional resources, including training materials, webinars and schedule of conference presentations can be found at 
www.gicinc.org/LIA

• Please visit the Green Infrastructure Center’s projects web page for examples of projects using  remote sensing and land 
cover to create green infrastructure strategies and plans. www.gicinc.org/projects

mailto:LandImageAnalyst@gmail.com
http://www.gicinc.org/LIA
http://www.gicinc.org/projects
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